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Chances are that at the end of your life you will die in bed, waiting. 
“People are appointed to die once, and then to face judgment” (Heb 9:27). 

 
Imagine you there, lying in bed (above) and reflecting. Reading back 
through the chapters of you life story. 

What did my life add up to? 
Did I really matter? 
What did I live for? 
What legacy did I leave? 
Who will remember me? 
What will they say about me when I’m gone? 
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So many questions. So much time. Will you lie there with no regrets? Some 
regrets? Nothing but regrets? Imagine. 

You’re the Author: Plan Your Epitaph 
The thing  most important to me was… 

People say I stood for… 

I made a difference in my world by… 

People knew I loved them because… 

You say, “I don’t want to think about that now. Today’s just not the time!”  
You could just wait. You’ll probably have time to think about it when you 
get into that bed. Wait. See what comes. Millions do. 
 
Don’t wait until the final pages of your life’s story to see how it reads to you 
then! Write the story. Determine your destiny lest destiny determines you! 
 

The decisions you are making today are actually making the bed you 
will lie in while you wait to die…For the most part, people just 
stumble half-heartedly through life hoping tomorrow will be better 
than today. No plan. No dream. Mostly just existing. Hoping for a 
break. They just keep turning the pages of their life story, one after 
another, until they get to the final chapter. And then…it’s time for 
bed. 

─Craig Groeschel,1 
 
Everyone ends up somewhere. But few people end up somewhere on 
purpose.2 Do you know where you are going? Anyone can discover 
meaningful life direction. Everyone can end up somewhere on purpose! 
 
Everyone has purpose. Everyone has talent (giftings). Everyone has a dream. 
 

                                                
1 Craig Groeschel, Chozown (Sisters, OR: Multnomah Publishers, 2006), 15, 16. 
2 Andy Stanley, Visioneering (Sisters, OR: Multnomah Publishers, 1999), 8. 
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Disturb us, Lord, when we are too well pleased with ourselves. 
When our dreams have come true because we have dreamed too little. 
When we arrive safely because we have sailed too close to the shore. 
Disturb us, Lord.              ─Sir Francis Drake 

The Bible makes it clear that we were designed from the start to live for a 
unique reason – for a personal mission. 

 
You created my inmost being; you knit me together in my mother’s 
womb. I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made; 
your works are wonderful, I know that full well. My frame was not 
hidden from you when I was made in the secret place. When I was 
woven together in the depths of the earth, your eyes saw my 
unformed body. All the days ordained for me were written in your 
book before one of them came to be.     
     ─Psalm139:13-16 NIV 
 
I know the end from the beginning, from ancient times, what is still 
to come. I say: My purpose will stand, and I will do all that I please. 
      ─Isaiah 46:10 NIV 
 

Before you were born God knew you and what He wanted your life to be. 
He uniquely created you to fulfill His Divine directive. He invites us to seek 
Him in order to learn what His perfect plan is for our lives. With that plan 
and purpose in mind we can work together (God and I) to reach His and our 
greatest dreams.  
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What you cherish at your core is what you aim at with your life.3 
 

What is a lifetime? It’s a whole pile of years and days and minutes taken up 
with moment by moment bullets aimed…somewhere. What happens when 
enough time is filled with poorly aimed little decisions? Before you know it, 
a lifetime has come and gone, and you’re startled to discover that you’ve 
completely missed the mark. You discover that the routines of life became 
life: 

      years sleeping 
         years working 
         years watching television           
         years eating 
         years on the phone 
         year commuting to work 

 
How do you guide those small decisions in 
such a way that they eventually add up to a life that’s solidly on target? For 
that matter, how do you know what’s driving your decisions every moment, 
whether you’re aware of it or not? 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
3 Groeschel, Chazown, 38. 
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Core values are the driving forces of one’s life. They are the bases for: 
 one’s       
 passion for      to fulfill dreams 
 peace with one’s purpose and significance found in the fulfillment 

of that purpose 
 
It’s how one thinks and lives. They’re what one would be willing to die for. 
They explain how you come by your               . 
 
What is most important in your life? What drives you? What priorities make 
you turn down other highly attractive offers because you know what – for 
you – is indispensable (E.g., Loyalty to family and home, need for security, 
passion for justice, caring for others, integrity, compassion for the hurting)? 
 
Directions: Choose 5-12 of the values below that best represent you. Write them in the spaces provided on 
the next page. Designate whether you are (P) practicing or (D) developing each value. Remember, your 
core values are “who you are” and “what you’re about.” Does seeing people in need break your heart? That’s 
compassion or mercy. Does everyone who knows you trust you completely? That’s integrity. Are you 
fearless? That’s courage. 
 
Accountability 

Authenticity 

Boldness 

Collaboration 

Compassion 

Confidence 

Courage 

Creativity 

Dedication 

Devotion 

Discipline 

Discovery 

Diversity 

Efficiency 

Encouragement 

Enthusiasm 

Excellence 

Faith 

Faithfulness 

Family 

Generosity 

Gentleness 

Godliness 

Gratefulness 

Growth 

Honesty 

Honor 

Hope 

Humility 

Humor 

Integrity 

Intimacy 

Joy 

Justice 

Kindness 

Knowing God 

Leadership 

Learning 

Love 
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Loyalty 

Mercy 

Obedience 

Order 

Passion 

Patience 

Peace 

Perseverance 

Personal Growth 

Prayer 

Provision 

Purity 

Relationships 

Reliability 

Respect 

Sacrifice 

Security 

Self-control 

Selfless 

Servant Leadership 

Stewardship 

Submission 

Teamwork 

Transparency 

Trustworthiness 

Truth 

Unity 

Wisdom 

Witnessing 

Worship 
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Your Core Values 

 
P or D 

Practicing or 
Developing 

 
Core Value 

 
__________ 

 
1.   ___________________________________________________ 

 
__________ 

 
2.   ___________________________________________________ 

 
__________ 

 
3.   ___________________________________________________ 

 
__________ 

 
4.   ___________________________________________________ 

 
__________ 

 
5.   ___________________________________________________ 

 
__________ 

 
6.   ___________________________________________________ 

 
__________ 

 
7.   ___________________________________________________ 

 
__________ 

 
8.   ___________________________________________________ 

 
__________ 

 
9.   ___________________________________________________ 

 
__________ 

 
10.   __________________________________________________ 

  
TT ALENTALENT   

 
The Gallup Organization interviewed over 80,000 top managers. Each great 
manager was interviewed for about ninety minutes using open-ended 
questions. Here are two of them:4 
 

1. As a manager, which would you rather have: 
 an independent, aggressive person who produces 1.2 million in 

sales, or 
 a congenial team player who produces about half as much? 

                                                
4 Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman, First Break All the Rules (New York: Simon and Schuster, 
1999). 
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2. You have an extremely productive employee who consistently fouls up 
the paper work. How would you work with this person to help 
him/her be more productive? 

 
Gallup discovered that great managers really have little in common: different 
sexes, ages, styles of leading and motivating, goals, likes and dislikes. 
However, deep within all these variations there was one insight and shared 
wisdom to which all these managers kept returning: each individual is true to 
his/her         [talent]. Each person is motivated 
differently. Each person has his/her own way of thinking and own style of 
relating to others. 
 
Fable of Frog and Scorpion 
 
Talent:            
           ; a natural gifting. 
 

We have different gifts, according to the grace given us. 
─ Romans 12:6 

 
What do you find yourself doing often? What are you exceptionally good at? 
What activity or behavior leaves you with the greatest sense of fulfillment? 
When do people tell you, “You’re so good at that, it makes me sick. I wish I 
could do that”? What stimulates you? What unique gifting has God put in 
you? 
 
 
Reflect over your life, even early childhood, and look for reoccurring 
behaviors that are tell-tale signs of your Divine make-up. Were you always 
the peacemaker? The neighborhood clown? Organizer? Teacher? Poet? 
Salesperson? Leader? Storyteller? Talker? 
 
The Bible has several lists of talent and abilities (Romans 12:6-8; 1 
Corinthians 12; Ephesians 4:11; 1 Peter 4:10-11), but these are only 
samplings from a much longer unwritten list of gifts that God has 
distributed throughout humanity. 
 
The ability to remember names as well as faces is a talent. Alphabetizing 
your spice rack or color coding your wardrobe is a talent. Your fascination 
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with risk, ability to fix anything that breaks, innate rhythm, humor, 
empathy, impatience, perfect pitch, or assertiveness – any reoccurring 
patterns of behavior that can be         are 
talents. 
 
To most of us, talent seems as a rare and precious thing bestowed on special, 
faraway, and celebrated people. However, everyone has talent! It is simply a 
reoccurring thought, feeling, or behavior that can be productively applied; a 
natural gifting. 
 
Talent is more than celebrated excellence (Michael Jordan). We know that 
neither his training nor determination is the prime source of his brilliance. 
He may have both of these, but so do most other NBA players. Michael’s 
secret weapon is his talent – his natural gifting. 
 
Every gift and talent you have came directly from God for a purpose. He 
wants you to use them to benefit the body of Christ and be a blessing to the 
world. Peter taught:  
 

Each one should use whatever gift he has received to serve others, 
faithfully administrating God’s grace in various forms. If anyone 
speaks, he should do it as one speaking the very words of God. If 
anyone serves, he should do it with the strength God provides, so that 
in all things God may be praised through Jesus Christ.            
─1 Timothy 4:10-11 NIV 

 
There is a difference between talent, skill, and knowledge. Skill and 
knowledge can easily be taught. You cannot teach talent. New talents cannot 
be carved. Not everyone truly has the same potential. You cannot transform 
yourself into something you are not. Desire and intelligence cannot 
overcome a lack of talent. You cannot become anything you want to be. 
 
Talents aren’t “special,” nor make you “special.” No one can    
    . They were preprogrammed before birth. One 
can, however, take credit for discovering and cultivating his/her unique set of 
talents. Find a role that plays to these talents. Ones who find such roles are 
“special” – we call them “talented!” 
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The key to excellence in performance is finding the match between your  
    and your     . Why waste your time and energy (life) 
struggling in and working out of areas of your non-talent? Discover your 
God-given giftings. Ministering/Working out of your talents, more than 
experience, intelligence, and will power (as important as these are), is the 
prerequisite for excellence in all roles. Wouldn’t it be wonderful to spend 
your life doing what you love to do and were created to do best? 
 
Capitalize on your strengths. Become more and more of who you really are. 
Don’t waste time trying to put in what was left out. Spend your time 
drawing out what was put in! Your talents are what God “put in.” Nurture 
and develop what you already have! Stop trying to be like someone else! Be 
you! 
 
As you seek a clearer understanding of your talents, ask yourself: 
 

1. What do you absolutely love? 

 

 

2. What do you do that has a significant impact on others? 

 

 

3. What do you secretly believe you can do, but have never tried? 

 

 

The best way to discover your talent is to start doing something. Don’t be 
afraid to try something new. What are you waiting for? What’s holding you 
back? Do you fear failure? Are you afraid of being uncomfortable? Do you 
hesitate at the thought of being stretched? 
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PP AST AST EE XPERIENCESXPERIENCES  

 
We know that in all things God works for the good of those who love 
him, who have been called according to his purpose. 

─Romans 8:28 NIV 
 

Your past often holds the key to unlock your future. Explore and discover 
how Providence provided you with events and seasons to prepare you for 
present purpose. 
 
Examine experiences from both extremes of life.     experiences 
are great teachers.      experiences are great teachers. 
 
There is purpose in your pain. What painful experience might God want to 
use? Write down a few of your more painful experiences (betrayal, death of a 
loved one, abuse, seeming unanswered prayers, sickness, and a rebellious 
adult child): 
 
 
 
 
 
Make a list of some of your positive experiences (blessings, successes, joys, 
feats, opportunities, accomplishments, relationships): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What do your good and bad experiences have in common? Are they 
somehow related? 
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What do you think your experiences have done to prepare you for the future? 
How are you inwardly different because of what you have enjoyed or 
endured? 

  
  

TT HREE HREE PP ART ART HH ARMONYARMONY 55  
 
Look carefully at the three areas you’ve just identified – your core values, 
your talents, your past experiences – to see how the different areas relate to 
each other. Bring your three circles together, and find where they converge. 
 
 

Core 
Values 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        Talents               Past 
       Giftings          Experiences 
 
 
 
 
God has a divine destination for your life. He knew exactly what He was 
doing when He created you. God gave you core values, God gave you gifts, 
and God gave you experiences. And where those overlap is where God’s 
directive for your life explodes into spontaneous spiritual combustion! 
 
                                                
5 Groeschel, Chozown, 74-75. I highly recommend the purchase and reading of Chazown @ chazown.com. 
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In almost every case, there’s one identifiable “sweet spot” where these life-
shaping arenas of our life experiences come together – the one place where 
all dimensions are at full strength. This is where He really shines through 
you and you feel most fulfilled! This is His purpose at work and your life 
mission.  
 

For it is God which worketh in you both to will and to do his good 
pleasure. 

Philippians 2:13 
Look where your circles overlap. Keep looking, thinking, and praying: 
 

 What have I always cared a lot about? What values seem to define my 
very core? 

 What have I always seemed especially gifted to do? 
 What have my past experiences, both good and bad, shown me about 

myself and my purpose in life? 
 
 

MM Y Y LL IFE IFE VV ISIONISION   SS TATEMENTTATEMENT   
 
Take several minutes and start dreaming. (I hope you never stop!) 
 
Record your own thought to the following questions: 
 

1. If money were no object and I could do anything I want for the rest of 
my life, what would I do? 

 
 
 
 
 

2. Besides loving and caring for those who are most important to me, 
what is the number one thing I want to accomplish with my life? 
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Capture in words your life vision/purpose, as you understand it now, in one 
action focused sentence. Simply say what action you most want to take or 
pursue with your life, and what consequence you most want to accomplish 
with that action. A vision statement isn’t chiseled in marble – it’s a working 
idea for your life as you understand it. 
 
Vision Statement: 
 
 
 
 

SMARTSMART   GG OALSOALS   
 
If a vision statement is a one sentence description of                     you’re 
going and               , a goal is a description of what you need to accomplish to 
make your vision come true. 
 
Before you set goals, let me clarify what makes a good and helpful goal. Your 
goals must be SMART: 
 
SS   

MM   

AA   

RR   

TT   
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Rewrite the following goals into SMART goals: 

 I’m going to get into great shape. 

 I’ll be debt free by Friday. 

 I’ll be an opera singer by June 1st. 

Good goals are                             .  
 
The Yale graduating class of 1953 was surveyed to find out how many 
students had written goals. Three percent had put pen to paper. Thirty years 
later, that same 3 percent had accumulated over 90% of the wealth of the 
entire graduating class. That’s the power of a written goal. 
 

MM Y Y SS HORTHORT --TT ERM ERM GG OALSOALS   
 
A goal is simply a written commitment of what you will do. It defines your 
life’s most important endeavors and motivates you to begin to make them 
happen. Don’t worry if your goals change, or grow. If you’re in motion, they 
should. 
 
Write your short-term goals to help you reach your life vision. Areas to give 
attention to include: God, family, financial health, physical health, life’s 
work, hobbies/relaxation. 
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AA CTION CTION SS TEPSTEPS   

Now prioritize the goals on the previous page (1, 2, 3) by order of step of 
importance. Next, write out action steps for each goal. 
 
Goal #1:              

How are you going to accomplish the goal?        

            

When will you do it?            

 
Goal #2:              

How are you going to accomplish the goal?        
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When will you do it?            

 
Goal #3:              

How are you going to accomplish the goal?        

            

When will you do it?            

 
Goal #4:              

How are you going to accomplish the goal?        

            

When will you do it?            
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ACTUATING  
 
 
 

 
DREAMS 
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List your God-given 
reoccurring dreams – 
callings, notions, 
desires or aspirations 
you dream yourself 
doing.  

 

 

Review your “Sweet 
spot,” derived out of 
your giftings/talents, 
core values/passions, 
and past experiences. 

PAUSE AND DREAM: 
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UNLOCKING GOD’S WILL FOR MY LIFE? 
 

Eternal Purpose 
Glorification 

John 17:1-10, 22-23 
(Life, attitude, behavior, dress) 

 
 
 
 
 

   Divine Cause       My Course 
               Passion            Mission 
David: “Is there not a cause?”                   “John fulfilled his course”  
Esther: “Come…for such a time”                                                         (Acts 13:24-25) 
Church: “Gates of hell shall                Paul: “Finish(ed) my course.” 
not prevail” (Mt.16:18)                            (Acts 20:22-24; 2 Tim. 4:7) 

 
 
 
 

Kingdom Purpose 
Evangelization 

Mathew 28:18-20;Mark 16:15-20 
(Advance His Kingdom on earth) 


